Crowdsourcing policy recipes
Challenge
Ideation

- Workshops in different cities
- Anybody anywhere
Funnel
(examples)

- Brainstorming
- Refinement
- Crowd vote
- Jury selection
- Brilliant ideas
Support process

Idea → Expert guidance → Policy recipes → Comms & events → Impact!
1 Year
10 Challenges
8 Countries
30 Workshops
>200 Ideas
>600 Participants
4 Publications
“Towards an Inclusive Future in AI”

Core partners:

foraus
@COMMONS

Workshop partners:

POLIS 180
agora
argo
ponto

Policy Kitchen
swissnex network
Selected publications

- Making Sense of Artificial Intelligence
- Towards an Inclusive Future in AI
- Grassroots ideas to halt biodiversity loss
Policy Kitchen is supported by:

ENGAGEMENT
A DEVELOPMENT FUND OF THE MIGROS GROUP
Contact us!

Jonas Nakonz
jonas.nakonz@foraus.ch

www.foraus.ch
www.policykitchen.com
Impressions
Expert input
Issue mapping
Idea upload

http://policykitchen.com
Impact events

AI Global Governance efforts and the role of Switzerland

Amandeep Gill
Fmr. Executive Director, UNSG High Level Panel on Digital Cooperation;
Project Lead I-DAIR & Policy Fellow, The Graduate Institute